
Kubatana's subscribers on 31 July Election Announcement

I thing this election will go in good order as what they in the papers and radios we do dont want short slieve and 

long slieve thangs

We need free and fair eraction

How can he do dat alone .enough tyme is needed reform first

They want 2 prolong their stay in power to loot more.NO TO 31/07/06 ELECTIONS  whats the rush for

It's  okay  nothing  is wrong

Its High Time That We Should Do Away With GP

I  AGREE.  ELECTIONS  SHOULD  BE HELD  SOON  OR  BY  THE  END  OF  JULY,  THIS  YEAR.

Lets go for elections and once and for  all, there will never be level field in any case, remember these guys are 

Date will b ok if mugabe can fulfill  1 security sector reform. 2 media reform, 3 repel  aaipa/post.4 rule of law. 5 

completion all rules regarding roadmap 2 elections

We are sick and tired we want election  today

It looks like there is nothing we can do about it,is there

Election is the only way to zimbabwe future as long it is done peacefully free and fair

Mugabe must first clear the out standing issues.

Its just ridiculous. We should all refuse an be bullied again

We need electoral reforms ad other Acts , accoding to the new constitution!

Complete electoral reforms first the playing field is not level.we are heading for another  disputed  election.

Are these elections possible on this date since there are still some outstanding issues. What about the four months 

Reforms first then he can set the poll date.

Sdc should help innocent. Zim

Impossible! Pple have not regstrd and this more time.

Nothing to worry about MT should not confuse us he should campaign

Its his personal opinion.he is nw tired

We mus'nt go for election without the hand of SADC or UN Mugabe imbavha

Mugabe shouldn't declare election date .Zimbabwe new constitution says election is set amoung  the principals

Neutral election observers should be available at the remotest parts of the country particularly the rural areas 

where loopholes of violence and terror exìsts.

Politicians must agree before to avoid problems!

4 the elections l think the tym has come what l need is free -violand elections who ever wins they are all 

zimbabweans.-( ,,Respect-)

Hazviite Reforms first what's the rush about?

I think m,t is right. They musnt rush us, we need more time.

Mugabe alone can not proclaim election dates without consulting his counterparts who are in the GNU. He has to 

make sure all outstanding issues are done before fresh polls are held and this GNU was not formed by courts but 

Elections ar overdue, & we're ready as voters. The economy is suffering. MT must accept the date & prepare. All 

we need are nuetral observers. Other issues wil b taken care of by whoever wins. The int'l community wil assist. 

We don't want to be bogged down in the current situation any longer.

Ngazviitwe zvipere

We voted for a constitution we did not know. 'Illegitimacy' does not exist in zimbabwe and we are getting used to 

All reforms must be completed. SADC should see to it that all reforms are done. Vari kuita maone. They know it.

It's their style.See history,at Unite Gvt,Seats in parliament,and at const.Maybe they are fooling ,fools

Reforms first!!!

That shows he is not willing to see free and fair elections .

No problem guys,let's finish him,even if the ground is not evin he is not going to win this election

I better to go ahead with election

President Tsvangirai must stick to his words. Mugabe knows very well only buying time. Those two are kicking a 

dying horse. Zvakafanana nembwa kutorerwa bonzo pamuromo intombomiramira

He is now senile and insane as it is is contrary to GPA . This must be rejected by Sadc and AU . No reforms no 

Anatha shameful electn of course.MDC shld stand principled against participatn n a 'delayd match'

Thats being coward why nt follow the new draft that catching people un aware

No problem about that we are ready but first mareform aya ngaaitwe (the reforms must be made)
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They should  agree on a certain date  what's so special about the date what we need are elections not fighting for 

We dont want blood shead in our country. why  are we rushing proper prociedure  then election

All agreements of GPA should be fulfilled first

Thus grossly unfair to many zimbabwean given the scenario in media and electoral sides which need reforms, PM 

THE TWO MDC PARTIES MUST FORM A UNITED FRONT WITH OTHER OPOSITIONS TO OVERWELM ZANU 

PF. IF IT WERE 31 AUGUST IT COULD BE FAIR, SINCE THE SECURITY SECTOR REFORM HAS YET BEEN  

MUGABE MUST SET A FINAL DAY WHEN HE WILL SIGN ALL REFORMS BEFORE END OF JUNE SO THAT 

WE CANG GO TO  ELECTION WITH OUT THAT NO  ELECTION

Ka one we suport MT

give us the chance to a memorable monthend of the century

WE  CAN NOT HAVE ELECTIONS

Electorate wants legitimate yesterday! . So reforms now n elections  31 july.

No  democrice  why impor sing .

Let the games begin!!

If ever we do respect the constitution (new) of Zimbabwe let us look beyond individual interest and pursue national 

interests. Let us not approach courts on national issues which demands a national executive (GPA) approach 

aggreement. Why abusing or fail to be abide by a fresh and best new Zim constitution. Pliz lets finish all 

outstanding political reforms first before any selfish interests .

Lots of things to be done.i think its too early and the ground is not leval

No reforms,no elections!

I think Tsvangirai is afraid

Lets go and vote he who be a  if far and free

Elections must be held!

Lets get over this thing called 'election' coz it has been dragged far 2 long! 31 July is indeed gud.

Due to the WTO being cohosted by zimbabwe n zambla @around the same period incidents of violence could be 

minimal. We require certainty which may come as a result of elections.  we should go

Its ok lets hope we are going to have e free and fare election. because we dont want that life of bearer checks. we 

need e nomal zimbabwe

This only needs Jesus,s intervention lets pray for these leaders to act accordingly

I think MDC-T is not going to participate in the election if the election goes ahead as announced but what awaits us

We will meet him kuMaputo

We do not want any hinderances on registering to vote let people register without any hassles. Naive vamwe 

vanhu vachabowa. They will be shocked nezvichaitika ngavamhanye zvavo

Do what is in the agreement according to the Constitution

Election  Road  Map  First  Please.

Its not fair for the ordinary citizen. The situation is not conjusive for free and fair elections even the reforms in the 

new constitution are not yet done.

Mugabe is crazy and selfish

31 july is madness

This is unfortunate and expected that dialogue to prevail so as to come up with credible elections

This date is a non - starter people are registering and they need 30dys and thereafter the voter's roll needs 

inspection. Contesting parties need time to compain. 31 July doesn't allow all that. Elections should be done after 

Its a disaster, we hv since smelled this roten cat. We wil see this time zvanyanya veduwe

What time is the  nomination court,and what time is the delimitation of constituencies.its not possible by 31st july

I don't think its a good idea to that befor the GNU agree on election road map

An mdc boycott and possibly no gpa again. Its back to empty shelves

I dont think this is practical,this is just a political lunguage

Election no reforms kwete

No to rapid election. Why so fast.

31 july its to fast why rush we are nw start fear no refomed had made so far

They should agree on a date set by all parties

Electìon road map  Electral and media reform first
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i think everyone must be given a chance to reg as a voter

The MDC .T. Is right every time.

Reforms first then free and fair elections

Its not feasible, what does the President want to achieve.

For me the date does not matter but the environment towards elections does especially with no meaningful reforms 

done. Desputed poll looms.

No Elections till reforms

Let's stop elections

MT is right he must reject because the deal is not yet completed.

Kana mapurisa neZBC zvichiri zveZanu PF pachange pasina sarudzo dzakachena pazuva ratarwa iri.

Global  political  agreement  first  on what was agreed   2the  date   to  close

That is practically impossible.

We will not let such old man determined the future of the country

All reforms must be in place before election we dont want another GPA.

With  the judiciary arguably  compromised  i  doubt  the  legality  of the decision  by constitutional  court.

Ma opinion is for September. Bcz some of the areas are registration dates are of July yet data is there to b verified 

to correct errors. Another issue is for number of registration Centers, they are very few . Eg Mabvuku Tafara there's 

one center Mwanandishe primary school .

THE PROCEEDINGS ARE NOT YET THRU.  THE 54 DYS AFTER VOTER INSPECTION. THE VOTERS ROLE 

IN SHUMBLES. THE REFORMS NOT THRU.

I think all parties must sit and agree on poll dates for peaceful elections.

I think outstanding issues must be respected first, ie,, on generals,, respect the out come of will of the people after 

casting the votes,,! So address all issues first then we can see who is who,,!

Premature babies usually never make it. 31 July is too soon for Zim elections, we do not need to be plunged into 

another economic depression.

Mugabe must  respect the will of Zimbabwean people no REFORMS no ELECTIONS Morgan  must pullout its a 

bloody election

Voter registration continues to be delayed by the Mudede people and not all will be able to vote by that time.Also 

the security reforms are not in place and there is no intention to reform.Sadac will have to use force if need be with 

the help of South Africa.This is the only language ZANU PF understands.

Conditions on the ground are not conducive. Another disaster could be looming for the election would not free and 

Its a nonestarter it will be a one man race MT mast stick to his word

I  don't support the date of elections. The playing field will not be even.

There should be a road map and 7ecurity sector reforms first.tfrom

Mugabe should seat down with other parties and agree on onethiing not a man band

I think Mugabe wants another Gnu -a negotiated arrangement where the vote does not count because he knows , 

absolutely knows, he cant win.

Not now refom and madia first

No elections b4 reforms. Vari kumhanyireiko?

Is not good ,why he rain to sets election date.Why MT rejects in to another illegitimate?

We need reforms before election

Mugabe  must  respect the  laws  of  zimbabwe

Mugabe is just rude and his utterances are not acceptable. They should agree as principals to the GPA.

Mugabe is not a govt himself. On his own accord we can’t do an election

I think election dates can be tabled by gnu principals as the new constitution allows the gnu a 4 months period of  

As long they have not agreed it's null & void.the GPA is a costitution,so far it wil solve the whole issue.We are used 

to Mugabe's utterances

If reforms are implemented and guaranteed and mechanisms to avoid a repeat of the 2008 violence scenario are 

put in place,elections should go ahead as scheduled.it remains in him MUGABE to ensure that all is done before 

GPA completion   first !  B4lection. People's Safety         FIRST.

All outstanding issues within the GPA to be resolved first for the election playing to be level.Registration exercise 

will end on 9July and to ve elections on 31July is not feasible.Thank you.
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We don't ve problem with any date proposed wat we need is reforms of security sector and media to avoid state 

sponserd violents beside that election no no no!

Eiections  without those key reforms should just be rejected. We dont want them.

WE WANT ELECTION BUT.MEDIA AND SECURITY MUST.REFORMED BOTH PARTIES SHOULD 

ADVERTISED AT ZBC.THATS MY OPINION

Election need enough time for. Complaining

I think it's ok.

It's good

The should mantain on that rejection untill all the GPA resolutions as agreed have been implemented.

M T is right. All G P A reforms designed to produce an acceptable election must be implemented first.

Zimbabwe is not yet ready for elections.The ground is not level.Security reforms have as yet to be 

implemented.What is the rush for?

All political parties should not participate until security sector reforms are agreed upon.

Reforms first.

lets have reforms first plus registration kuno hakuna . Why?

Mugabe and Tsvangirai should sit and agree on election date after all the reforms.  Mugabe has no power to 

decide on his own.

I am a teacher in Mberengwa. If elections are held before 31 July, I do not think the results will be credible. 2008 

human rights abuses may be repeated. The playground needs to be levelled to allow all parties to enjoy free 

Its good but have they agreed on remainoing issues .all reforms to be done first to hold fref and fair election.

That is not ideal fo our country.Mo time is required to finetune the laws

I think there must be a  unanimous agreement among the parties on setting election dates.

That a say of e day, practically its something difficult to predict as Zimba faces financial constrains, unless e stolen 

mineral resourses a brought bac to e country & all mining companies a restored to order. Lets hope w underline e 

word democracy as many times as we can. Thank u

Peaceful Mass Demo.

Whats hapening means Zanu PF may be deafited at the polls and then resort to the unreformed security sector.

We want this thing done and done with we need international monitors and observers at least

business is @standstil,so the sooner we have elections the better

Itz hgh tym we hav to stnd up az united Zimbabweanz and vote 4 change  and stand up 4 our rghtz

Elections 31 July is ok. Th ruling of th constitutionary court is should be respected.

Its another road to a stolen election,Baba Jukwa was right

August/september is better after implementing hanging issues

elections wont be held on this date  due to several reasons: 1*UNWTO  2*improper voters reg. etc

Enough is enough, why is that President Mugabe is left to do what he wants, and not what the people wants, does 

the entire world hear and see what the man is doing he must leave us to decide what we want we are not his 

people we are God's people whose date if he wants that date let him vote with his children and his wife I dont think 

its mugabe who is doing this there are Big sharks deciding this they just want blood to drink. We say no follow what 

Did you ever notice a donkey pulling a cart with steel wheels in a sand road, the owner will be sitting in the cart 

beating the donkey if there is a partner discussing and arguing issues nothing to do with the donkey to erase the 

load. The ordinary people are now following which Constitution? Maybe the inclusive government has a 

Constitution different from the one which was voted by the people, all this arguments shows there is still no 

SADC road map is the way forward. Unity govt is there by SADC. We've implemeted some of the road map items, 

lets finish off the road map. Why chicken out now? We hold those positions by SADC not by ballot.

No reforms no elections please. It does not help to syphon out money for shame elelections. Kana vafunga 

kutonga nyika yacho nenzira iyoyi ngavatonge pasina kupedza mari.

Mugabe should constult

The G.P.A should be observed. No to ilegitimate elections.

hope is SADC, otherwise bloodbath, lets comment after Maputo summit.

If it’s about reforms media, security they must implement Zanu PF is known of its violence imhondi havadi kudyiwa

In nyanga army is always toyitoying singing "vaudzeyi vavotere pamasvingo kuvhara hondo" do u think elections 

wil b free an fair?
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Mugabe is rushing for poll bloodbath

No election  . We want  free and fair election. Hatisati tambono ona mazita ariko here

It is logic for Zim to hold free and fair electon so as to stop the rein of GNU  which pulls the wagon different 

I think all parties in the GPA should have agreed to the date

Principals should agree on policies before implementing them.

31 July is fine there is room for all parties to campaign

Yes the president is right, we must have elections.

Its high time the whole nation demonstrates against this anarch. We want free and fair elections as a step towards 

democracy.

Weare not ready for elections.

Its  most likely the PM and his allies will boycott poll

ONLY IF THE ROAD MAP IS CLEAN  EVEN TOMORROW

Election by 31 is very dangerours without reforms

I do not for see election at that date ,he want to inspire within the elctorate

I think  elections should be held by sept ,

ROAD MAP FIRST BEFORE ELECTIONS

zvinongoua zvakanaka

The better, Tsvangirai was supposed to press for reforms long back & Zimbabweans are tired of this old horse. He 

rules very powerful but for very few years if not days. Leave it to God.

Enough of these two guys disagreements we now want peace in this country and try to rebuild our country’s 

economy. Let’s go for elections even today .The so-called unity government has failed to produce as per expected.

I think having elections as soon as possible is more ideal, cause these leaders are living a superior life at the 

expense of grassroots people. So I really don’t understand the reason why other leaders are rejecting. Hey let’s 

have elections on 31 July. We are tired of this unity government.

Yes, it is the constitutional duty of the President to set election dates. Who else can do it? It's noble to uphold his 

duties. How does setting an elextion date results in an illegitiment govt? Thank you.

We hv had enough time to put our hse in order. Can't ask for more. Lets have them done.

Let them be done he will not accept deafet anyway so nothing changes

MT is insane

As long as it is before world tourism visit

Great....handeyi tinovhota. Do you think the environment will change? When you failed to do so in the past 5 years. 

This is for Zimbabwe to decide, and we wii decide

Polls should proceed

Lets vote to finish ths nonsens

Like it or not the election must be held. Tsvangirai is a coward.

Asiijiki. They are going to taste the poison. Wait, just wait!!!

Let's all go and vote 

MT must legitimise the elections by agreeing to the set date. More over he is the winner and RGM is the loser b'coz 

RGM is not prepared. No primaries no preps. 

The court has already made a ruling and the President is simply abiding

We are tired of this inclusive thing where noone assumes responsibility reforms are only possible under a 

I THINK THIS IS THE BEST,BECAUSE IT GIVES US DIRECTION AND A FREE ZIMBABWE.

We need elections on the day mentioned just because we are tired about 3 parties.

why mr tsvangirai  intent to destroy elactions let him leave to particepate and create the opportunite to mdc 2 

The is in court the know whats good for the zimbabweans

Pamberi nemaelections muna31 july 2013. No chickenning out

Whether Mugabe calls for elections on July 31 or now it will not turn the tide of defeat against him. People will still 

say what they  said in March 2008 . MT should not be afraid !

This Unity Govment is now overdue we want to see a way forward so its best that we go to the polls 
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what Mugabe did was just following a court order so I think this time MT is the one who want to derail the train.let 

the election come to pass coz it's him who used to shout the loudest saying the unity government has outlived its 

mandate. tit-a-tarring on these election have stalled almost every aspect from general business to even MPs duties 

coz evryone is busy campaigning

Its good to have election but the date was to be 27 July in case if to add more days we use Sunday 28 as our last 

electoral day. MT must not hassitate he is to win.

Election should go ahead as planned

Let elections go ahead. We are tired

Lets do what he want but without violence

IT IS OK WE WANT ELECTION AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE

the only way for a successful Zim are elections.I edge all Zim pple to do that in peace for there is life after elections

It sounds good.

Only what we nèed piece piece but to me mugabe is right taneta takuda election

Let election be done on this date,delaying its wasting of time.

I think comrade R G Mugabe is right.MT is afraid to loose.

We have to go for the elections,but they have to be free and fair!

We don't want another 2008 again

Dates may matter not much,the important thing is an enabling violent free environment.

That is his own and not SADC. Africans are always fond of blood spill. UN should come in

PEOPLE MUST REJECT NOT BY KURWINASA BUT PRAYER IF YOU A BELIVER

They are the power, they do what they want.

Our economic leverage is at the peril of our politians. We must learn from our failures? The nose dive of the South 

African economy must create an advantage to us in the region.

Kana munhu wese apedza kuregister wese ari eligible to vote tozovota .Why is it retreat yapiwa 4 days dzevoter 

reg kumwe kwese kwapiwa 2days just bcz i ströng hold yeZANU  Nyanhongo awhine manje rwendo runo 

anorohwa naHOUNARABLE MAFUME

We don’t want another civil war. We want free and fair elections.

Election  by  july  is  not a mater  but     reforms  first          0      thank yu

Can courts nullify agreements btwin 2 or more parties? I feel the GPA takes precedence.

We just need free and fair elections.

As Zimbabweans we lost the pot when we signed the GPA so we have to abide by what SADC says or we go back 

to where SADC fished us .

I think Mugabe is quite aware that his party is almost half way thru with rigging process esp on the question of the 

VOTERS' ROLL. I suspect that ZANU PF has already compiled a list of eligible voters who support other parties 

especially MDC-T supporters. These people may find their names missing in the VOTERS' ROLL on the election 

day despite the fact that their names may be appearing in the voters' rolls in the current inspection exercise. That 

way some people will be disenfranchised. I suggest that the voters' rolls being used for inspection should be on 

'stand by' at every polling station so that they'll be used to cross check names of people who will not have 

appeared in voters' rolls used on the election day. But still that won't be possible to avail these voters' rolls (for 

"stand bys") at every polling stn becoz ZEC has currently issued one voters' roll per WARD with many polling stns. 

I feel the current exercise to register and inspect names is a project to hoodwink the outside. I also don't trust ZEC 

and voters' rolls that are run by Tobaiwa Mudede's office becoz he is biased in favour of ZANU PF

Zim must ensure completion of necessarry reforms for holding free and fair elections.

FORWARD  EVER ! BACKWARD NEVER.

Hard choice. The day itself is not a problem. It’s the insignificance.

Mugabe want to die in power and the ple around him want to be protected from the looting they have done we are 

to have the libyian style ìf we are to dislodge mugabe from power

Voter registration continues to be delayed by the Mudede people and not all will be able to vote by that time.Also 

the security reforms are not in place and there is no intention to reform.Sadac will have to use force if need be with 

the help of South Africa.This is the only language ZANU PF understands.

Morgen is right.

Slow but sure Lets complete  GNU 1st and go for election freely 
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The security forces should withdraw their statements of saying they will not support an oppostion government 

before elections are held. 

Mugabe's  move should  be  resisted  as   the  country   will   not  be  ready  for  elections   by  that  date. 

I dont think kuti zvinoshanda mugabe akazviita oga our president Tsvangirai vasipo GPA irikushanda papi AIPA 

and POSA ngazvibve election september

ITS BETER OCTOBER OR NOVEMBER

No refms no election

July 31 is too early. Vanenge vacampaigner nguvai? (When will they campaign?) October will be better

say no to election 

Zimbabwe is definately not ready for elections yet. I agree with morgan.

Date to be set by progress on processe s like vigorus voter registration and availability of funds: if funds 4 reg is 

not available hw can we be resourced 4 elections

MT is right. This not on without the outstanding reforms.

More  time  is  needed  31july  is  too  early  for  zimbabwe  to  have  a  credible  election  considering  logistics  at  

July is too early

Elections have to wait till all electoral laws have been adhered to.

Let's. Continue with unity govt coz the results can bring chaos into the country

No elections till October

Constitutional reforms key to alegitimate poll.

MT is hndred pcnt right cowz at we all thought he haz been swallod but we now knw 

Anywhere nothing wrong abt date MT knows Zimbabwe don't hv money to do election let them talk

Why cant we wait and follow the SADAC roadmape.i think it wil lead us somewhere

There is something with dates that we do not know,but later the better

Sure we not ready 4 election yet til the outstanding difference are resolved.no to chaos so soon

Mugabe is not learning from his 2008 mistake.certainly it wil be an illegitimate election.

The date is not practical

Hazviiti kana pasina kutendarana kwe GPA

People expect leaders who put the nation 1st. Not another june 29

It's nt democratic and unconstitutional acording to th  GPA .Th President proves hs dictatorship, and otherwise he 

would accept defeat in th next election since he 's nt following wht   in our agreament.

Reforms first

No to july

ELECTION DATE MUST BE SET NOT EARLY THAN OCTOBER

Mugabe is suffering from verbal diarrhoea

No ways. Reforms first. Why can’t they just even the playing field, what’s the rush for? They are so used to fast-

tracks that they think elections can also be fast-tracked.

I think there must be an election roadmap before we have elections to allow free and fair elections let the worst is 

to be witnessed

One can't be declared a winner if one is in  a race on his own . NO TO A GNU AGAIN  . PULL OUT .

Reforms in media and security are critical issues we all need to be addressed first before elections. Don’t need a 

2008 scenario again.

MT allowed himself cheated. He should pull out and try again after 5 yrs of our suffering under the incoming govt.

Frm my own  opinion, is they mst nt rush t held election  whlst there is smethngs needs to be sorteded out, free & 

fair election.

One man race again

Implement all reforms first then free and fair election. Finally a LEGITIMATE GVT. Respected world over.

No electio b4 the road map is complete

Reregistration shld be done first. Some wards not regestered.

Something must b done in Zim coz security sector is busy campaigning esp Zps staff so we say no to this 

There's nothing to vote .Let them work together till we see the proceedings from the 2 parties.unity govt should 

strengthen industry and job creation.nothing to rush until we have a better life.

Akura  mudhara  uyu  kufunga  kwavekumunetsa  
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Too premature to have an election there will be blood bath ,and rigging at its pick 

Tsvangira is right,  why shold we go election ,when army and state radiostation belong to one pltly party..

Tsvangirai is right

Moer people still need more time to register & people need to be toute the importenc off registering & voting

Mugabe can not take us for a ride.We will not accept this, but however should the elections go ahead,Mugabe will 

not win as we will vote in millions for Tsvangirai.

They must not take us as fools becoz they are together

Its  most likely the PM and his allies will boycott poll 

I think,we as Zimbabweans we shouid blocl this date untill all reforms and the roadmap is clean

If the playing field was fair why rush? The constitutional court's rulling was unconstional in that the rulling was not 

derived from the new constitution.

All reforms first

I Go With M T What Ever He Says 

It's impossible to hold elections July 31st 2013 becoz only 47days to go regestration of voters nt complete no time 

for parties to campaign

Mugabe nedare rake haana simba rekutara zuva resarudzo, vaTsvangirai vasingazivi uye asina kupiwa mvumo 

As per what I can see my self, I think its premature to set election date before they implement all outstanding 

issues. If we do that, we are heading to another disputed elections.

Date only after all reform agreed upon

As amatter of discution i think situation must be put to table and enable all stake holders to handle the differences 

We don t want people who dectate a pace for others there shld be a consensous on the election date 

Elections are impossible PM holds the key for legitimate elections.

Its nosence. Howcan be yet people are busy regestering up to 9th july. Plus 14 days before nomination day. L think 

there is a hiden agender surelly.

Vamugabe vangavapedza zvakabvumiranwa pa gpa here uye zvirimubumbiro zvese zvavakushanda here kana 

zvisati election kwete

There shd be adquate consensus with other G.P.A principals and stkholdas. If not, its a coup detaa.

Thanks 4 the update ,but its bad news 2 some of who witnessed the 2008 elections rerun.I think all  reforms  must 

be implemented be4 they are held.why not say Oct.lets pray 4 our country.

NO TO HURRIED ELECTION B4 COMPLETION OF  ROADMAP

I think that they are not thinking.

I should think lets consider what the constitution and the decisions of the judiciary and the powers of the Presidium 

as enshrined in the constitution to decide lets have them people have suffered enough lets not bank on peopl

Why are they rushing they want to rig the elections,reforms first

We don't ve problem with any date proposed wat we need is reforms of security sector and media to avoid state 

sponserd violents beside that election no no no!

The enviroment is not yet condu cive for good  election.

Let there be no elections forever.

PM. MT IS 100 PERCENT RIGHT TO REJECTS ZIM BEING RAIROADE INTO ANOTHER ILLEGITIMATE 

ELECTON. PLEASE MT MUST NEVER GO INTO BLOOD ELLECTIONS. MT IS ON BALL AT A PENALT SPORT 

VS GM AT GOALPOSTS, THE TIME IS 89MIN FOR THE MUCH TO END, MT MUST TAKE HIS TIME STUDY GM 

AND SEND HIM WRONG SIDE SO WILL SCORE ON EMPTY NETT

M T good' cison.I say no to another Hiroshima maelections kana zvokodzera 31 july bodo! 

We can nt have another G.N.U.after rushing into an election without media and security sector reforms.African 

Union and Sadc mst tell Mugabe and Tsvangirai to implement all that was agreed.What is it that Zanu Pf fears.No 


